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Abstract—The nodes of a wireless sensor network (WSN) 

collect the data of interest from the deployment area and 

cooperatively send it to sink in multiple hops. Recently, 

virtual multiple input multiple output (V-MIMO) 

technique has been introduced in which the node 

cooperation is extended to form a virtual antenna array 

and communication is accomplished using space time 

block coding. The present work extends the scope of V-

MIMO by proposing a new clustering technique. It 

creates the temporary cluster heads and their respective 

cooperative nodes, collects information from them and 

then the final clustering is accordingly done. The 

simulation result shows significant improvement in the 

energy efficiency of the WSN. 

 

Index Terms—Cooperative Communication, Virtual 

MIMO, Wireless Sensor Network, Energy Efficiency. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The nodes of WSN possess a sensing unit, a computing 

unit and a wireless transceiver. It needs special energy 

efficient protocols for collecting data from the field, 

aggregating information and transferring it to the target 

device, known as sink or the base station. The end user, 

located at a distant place, can access the data from the 

base station. Once deployed, the WSN need to work for 

maximum time in the unattended environment. Thus, the 

issue of energy conservation (thus life time extension) is 

regarded as the primary objective of WSN design. Low 

life time is the biggest deterrence of WSN technology 

which underlines the need of further improvement for 

faster adaption of WSN technology. However, it has 

already been recognized as a promising technology for 

the applications where manual deployment of sensor units, 

laying down wires from these units to a central place and 

the maintenance of the network is very difficult or 

impractical. The habitat monitoring, agriculture, space 

exploration, military systems, industrial automation etc. 

are some of the potential fields for WSN deployment [1-

2]. The clustering operation enhances the energy 

efficiency of WSN by several folds thus it has always 

been a crucial issue in WSN research [3]. Several 

efficient clustering techniques exists for standard WSN 

configuration (single input single output (SISO) WSN) in 

which the transceivers have single antenna and each 

transmission is independently accomplished. 

In V-MIMO WSN’s the transceivers still possesses 

single antenna but two or more nodes cooperate to 

accomplish the transmission using space time block codes. 

Thus, the clustering techniques developed for SISO 

WSN’s are not optimal in V-MIMO WSN’s. A clustering 

technique for V-MIMO WSN’s is presented in this work. 

It involves two steps, first the cluster heads are identified 

using any SISO clustering technique e.g. Low Energy 

Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH), then a potential 

cooperative node is discovered for each cluster head. In 

second step the clustering is done in an efficient manner. 

Several proposals exists for realizing V-MIMO systems 

[4] but the integration of clustering technique with V-

MIMO WSN is first time presented in this work. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the section II we 

have discussed the related works that have been done in 

this area. The rules for the node cooperation and 

cooperative node selection, possible ambiguities and 

ways of handling them are presented in section III. The 

simulation framework is presented in section IV which is 

followed by results and discussion in section V. The 

conclusion is presented in section VI. 

 

II.  RELATED WORKS 

Clustering is the one of the important method to 

conserve the energy in sensor network. Every cluster has 

a leader which is also known as cluster head. Various 

clustering technique have been introduced by the 

researchers for ad-hoc network [5-9]. Some other 

clustering technique has been proposed for wireless 
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sensor network [10-14]. These clustering technique also 

depend upon the node deployment methodology and also 

the network constrains. The cluster head is selected in a 

pre-determined manner decided by the network designer. 

Clustering also has advantages in term of scalability a 

clustering algorithm also helps to route data from one 

cluster to another and it leads to reduce the routing table 

stores in a particular node [15]. Clustering technique also 

helps to reduce the bandwidth because clustering reduces 

the redundant data transfer in a network [16].  This 

technique also     helps in the network management 

methodology which leads to improve the battery life time 

of sensor nodes. A cluster head also helps to reduce the 

data processing and eliminating the redundant data in a 

cluster and performs the data aggregation technique [17]. 

MIMO technique has been adopted in cellular and 

other leading wireless networks for getting better data 

rate but V-MIMO is more suitable for WSN’s [18]. 

Multiple antennas should not be hosted in sensor node 

transceiver for keeping the physical dimensions of the 

node as small as possible. Instead, a cooperative 

communication mechanism should be explored to 

develop a V-MIMO WSN [19] [20] so that benefits of 

MIMO becomes available which should be reaped in the 

form of reduced transmit power thus enhanced life time 

of WSN. The conventional three node model was 

proposed in [21].  

Cooperative diversity was introduced by Wornell et. al. 

[18] for wireless network. The cooperative diversity was 

introduced for both technique that is decode and forward 

and first amplify the signal and then forward. The other 

name of cooperative diversity is user cooperative 

diversity [22]. In network nodes share their antenna in 

such way that they make virtual antenna array [23] so in 

the network when node transmit the data most of the node 

present in the network are over here this information and 

then they again send this information to the base station. 

A. Blestsasey et Al [24] introduced a new concept of 

cooperation. In this technique network comprise of 

multiple relay and node choose the appropriate relay for 

the cooperation in the available number of relays. Aitor 

del Coso, considered a multi-hop WSN with sensors 

grouped in cooperative clusters in which the routing is 

performed by layer-3 hierarchical protocols [25]. Xin 

Zhang H. Vincent Poor and Mung propose [26] a virtual 

MIMO based technique to implement in the sensor 

network to transfer message from few sensor node to the 

base station. They have considered that sensor motes are 

disseminated in network and each sensor node has 

different power constrained and the sense data by the 

nodes is also different. The sensor node jointly used their 

power to send data to base station. In the other approach 

used in [27] a combination of cooperative MIMO with 

data aggregation is used to reduce energy degradation in 

network, whole process of communication was separated 

into two parts, first part is called as local communication 

and another is called as long haul communication. Zhong 

Zhou proposed another approach [27] this technique is 

divided in two phases: Intra cluster Broadcasting and 

Inter cluster Cooperative Transmission. In Sudharman K 

Jayaweera’s [28] work, there are two sets of node one is 

data gathering node and other is data collection node, 

data collection node send the sense data to the data 

gathering node using any channel access technique for 

example time division multiple access scheme.  

It has been observed that MIMO implemented WSN’s 

is more energy efficient than SISO, if we are destined to 

provide better quality of service to the end user it affects 

energy efficiency of WSN. There is inherent trade-off 

between better quality of service and life time of wireless 

sensor network [29]. Cooperative node selection is an 

important part in MIMO-WSN; it is specific problem of 

game theory where CN node selection is based on the 

mutual profit of the cluster head and cooperative node 

selection. Non cooperative game theory is also used in 

MIMO-WSN [30] [31]. In clustered network a node in a 

particular cluster jointly cooperates with each other to 

reduce the energy consumption they also intended to 

reduce their own energy consumption. In the game theory 

which studies the complex relation of mutual friendliness 

and selfishness between the players [32], Comprehensive 

surveys on the application of coalition formation in 

games theory have been done in [33]. There is only little 

work available the coalition formation of game theory in 

WSN [33] and [34]. If focused on enhancing the life time 

of WSN for a specific quality of service [33]. 

 

III.  THE PROPOSED CLUSTERING TECHNIQUE 

The proposed clustering involves following two phases. 

(a) Potential Cluster head selection (using LEACH) and 

cooperative node identification 

(i). After random deployment, the LEACH protocol 

should run for cluster head selection [35] which 

gives the potential cluster heads. (Some of these 

nodes will actually become the cluster head whereas 

others need to give-up their status based on the 

result obtained from next phase thus these are 

designated as potential cluster heads.) Instead of 

declaring themselves as cluster head (as happened in 

LEACH) they should start to search the best 

neighbor for establishing the cooperation by 

broadcasting the invitation message to join them. 
(ii). The nodes which receive the invitation message 

should stop the probability counter of becoming 

cluster head, collect the information of its neighbor 

and send it to the closest (in case of multiple 

invitations) cluster head.  

(iii). Nodes will select their respective cluster head based 

on the received signal strength (RSSI). 

(iv). The cluster head compare its neighbor list with 

received neighbor list from each neighbor. The node 

having minimum number of common neighbors 

should be selected as the cooperative node for 

forming the virtual antenna array.  

(v). Nodes having the minimum number of common 

neighbors will more suitable to become the 

cooperative node because of their less correlated 

data.
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(b) The cluster formation 

(i). The potential cluster head will now broadcast its 

clusterhead status alongwith list of all nodes which 

should join it. The list has special status to the node 

which has been chosen to become cooperative node.  

(ii). The cooperative node also declare itself to be the 

cluster head with a list of uncommon nodes which 

can be easily obtained by comparing the list of its 

neighbors and the neighbor list received from the 

primary cluster head. These neighbors of should 

now treat the cooperative node as an independent 

cluster head. Ecah member node should stop the 

probability counter of becoming cluster head and 

send its consent of joining the cluster. 

(iii). A member node may have got this message from 

more than one node. It should give the consent to 

the nearest clusterhead and ignore the other 

messages. 

 

The proposed scheme has following features: 

 

a) The average cluster size obtained from this 

technique should be approximately double than that 

obtained from LEACH.  

b) The average distance from member node to the 

cluster head should remain approximately same in 

both cases.  

c) Space time coding ensures low average power 

consumption of this bigger cluster as the datarate 

enhancement is not needed. 

d) Better data aggregation is possible and the overall 

transmitted data per node is reduced which also 

saves the transmission energy. 

 

 

Fig. 1 an example snapshot of the final clusters after the random 
deployment 

Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the final clusters formed 

by above method. The green nodes (may be triangular) 

are CH, red (may be square ) are the cooperative nodes 

and white (circular) are the member nodes. The members 

are shown to be connected by arrows to the CH’s where 

as dotted arrows are used to represent the CH-CN link. 

Various possible ambiguities associated with above 

scheme and their solutions are discussed here under. 

a) If a node is isolated in the network and does not 

receives any link from any node present in the 

network. In such a case, node will wait for next 

round so that there is a good possiblity to find a 

nearby cluster head in the network. 

b) After LEACH if no node is free to link with the 

cooperative nodes then the member node should 

leave the membership of previous cluster or 

clusterhead and join the cooperative node if it is 

closer otherwise simply ignore the request. 

c) The cooperative nodes should not become the 

cluster-head in the next few rounds. In LEACH, 

when a node become cluster head in the previous 

round, then it makes its       =0,i.e., it cannot 

become the cluster head. Same rule should be used 

for the cooperative nodes. 

 

IV.  THE PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The whole problem can be divided in to two parts one 

is per node energy consumption after clustering and 

second is per node energy consumption during clustering 

and summation of above will provide the total energy 

consumption in per node in the network and other 

calculation regarding the network parameter like number 

of rounds to which proposed protocol will run. 

We have assumed that uniform clustering have been 

taken in the network and after the second phase a cluster 

head will only comprise the cooperative node now    is 

the number of cooperative node in  cluster and n is  

number of node attached to each cooperative node 

(obviously n>    than number of node in the cluster is 

(    +1) now each node in a cluster sensed K number of 

bits in given time period it is already been explained that 

in a cluster nodes are closely spaced there is high 

possibility of correlation among the sensed data by the 

node so we have introduced  level of data compression in  

network first data compression will take place at the 

cooperative node level and second compression will be  

done by the cluster head level, two type of 

communication will take place after the clustering in the 

network, first is local communication or intra cluster 

communication the other will called as long haul 

communication in which the cluster head will send data 

to base station with the help along with the cooperative 

node. For the local communication we have assumed a 

square path loss model with additive white Gaussian 

noise and for the long haul communication we have 

assumed Rayleigh fading channel we have taken space 

time block code for long haul cooperative communication. 

Total energy degradation can be separated into two parts: 

 

       =        +                                  (1) 

 

A) Energy Degradation in Local Communication  

Thus n     nodes transmit there data to there    

cooperative node and it is being assumed that data 

transfer rate is        and if the bandwidth is B and the 
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constellation size is c than transmission data rate will 

equal to 

 

      = c*B                               (2) 

 

The total energy consumption is distinguished into two 

parts first is energy consumption in the power amplifier 

circuitry and other is energy consumption in other 

circuitry thus energy consumption in sending data to the 

cooperative node by the nodes: 

 

   =
            

      
 

             

      
                   (3)

 
 

We have calculated the link budget        on the basis 

of relationship that has provided in [35] and [36]. 

 

      = (1+α)             
        

 

                       (4) 

 

In the above equation α = (
 

 
)-1 where ζ is magnitude of 

peak to average ratio η  specified  the draining efficiency 

of power amplifier it has been assumed that all  nodes 

associated with  cooperative node are having almost 

equal separation with  cooperative node to simplify this  

problem it is also been assumed that each node are 

equally spaced with  cooperative node if the transmitter 

antenna gain is equal to    and receiver antenna gain is a 

   the hardware is another significant factor that we have 

to conceive for estimating  overall energy consumption 

   represents the same link margin and    is equal to 

noise level of receiver circuitry  

 

   =  
  

  
                                  (5) 

 

   Represents power spectral density of total noise at 

the receiver and    is power spectral density of thermal 

noise at 27   (Room Temperature). Peak to average ratio 

ζ is concerned with constellation size of the modulation 

scheme that has been adopted. In proposed protocol it is 

being adopted the MQAM (multiquadrature amplitude 

modulation) for intra cluster communication or local 

communication [36] 

 

ζ = 3( 
 
 

 ⁄       

 
 

 ⁄   
 )                             (6) 

 

To compute value of       that is the total power 

depleted in the power amplifier we also have to calculate 

the value of        that is per bit energy that necessitated 

for  given bit error rate for multiquadrature amplitude 

modulation (MQAM) the average value of bit error rate 

in MQAM modulation when the constellation size(b)=2 

 

β ≈ Q(√(2      )                              (7) 

 

Q is, Q function which is expressed in terms of 

mathematical equation as: 

 

Q(x) = 
 

     
∫   

  

 
 

 
 dt                      (8) 

 

       Denotes the value of instantaneous SNR and can 

be written as: 

 

      =
      

  
                              (9) 

 

Putting the value of equation 9 into equation 7 it will 

find the value of        for given bit error rate. 

This is the energy consumption when sense data is 

being transmitted from sensor node to cooperative node 

now we will have to calculate the energy consumption 

that take place from the cooperative node to the cluster 

head for this aim we use same equation and assumption 

that we have taken to calculate the consumption from 

node to the cooperative node let the energy consumption 

is     
 

              =
                

      
+

            

      
                 (10) 

 

      = (1+α)
                        

        *              (11) 

 

Now to estimate energy consumption in data 

aggregation for this purpose it is being consider the grid 

based data aggregation technique for data aggregation 

and this will be equal to: 

 

    = n K       +  K                     (12) 

 

After the overall data aggregation at the cluster head 

the net amount of data that have to send to the base 

station will be K. Now the cluster head will broadcast this 

K bits to the cooperative node to get the spatial diversity 

thus energy consumption for broadcasting phase will be 

equal to the: 

 

     =     
 

      
+          

 

      
            (13) 

 

Thus net energy consumption in the inter cluster 

communication will equal to the: 

 

                                       (14) 

 

B) Energy Consumption in Long haul communication  

The method to calculate the long haul energy 

consumption is being adopted [38] 

In the long haul communication cluster head along 

with the cooperative node will send data to base  station, 

data will send with the help  of space time block code to 

base station the total energy consumption in long haul 

communication is provide by following equation: 

 

         
 

   
 + (        +    

 

   
           (15) 
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Where      , is power consumed in power amplifier 

at transmitter,     is representing the transmission bit rate 

defined as    =     where encoding strategy is done at 

spatial rate of   . In current scenario value of     
 ⁄ , 

because we are using orthogonal space time block code 

for data transmission. In this protocol it is being assumed 

that base station is located at centre of network thus 

number of clusters form in the network are almost equally 

spaced from the base station, distance of each cluster 

from base station is D, and it is being considered that it is 

almost equal distance from the each cooperative node 

because in a cooperative nodes have almost equal 

distance from the base station thus power consumption by 

power amplifier is given by equation: 

 

     = (1+α)        
(   )  

                          (6) 

 

Where     is the average energy required per bit for  

provided bit error rate in order to estimate bit error rate in 

MIMO system, when MQAM is used for MQAM the 

value of b=2 

 

   =μ[Q(√(2   )]                           (17) 

 

=∫          
 

 
                                (18) 

 

Where       represents expected value of x over given 

channel vector h and     is the value of instantaneous 

magnitude of signal to noise ratio for cooperative MIMO 

system considered in [4] which is given by the equation: 

 

    
   

         
                               (19) 

 

In this equations    +1) node are transmitting data to 

the base station and the channel vector can be represents 

as: 

 

h=[                                      (20) 

 

Every channel gain is only depends upon its Rayleigh 

fading. In the long haul communication (      node are 

transmitting data to terminus station according to space 

time block code. 

Here it is being taken the upper bound for demanded 

energy per bit from the Chernoff bound [39] and that is 

equal to 

 

                          ≤ 
         

 
  

 
      ⁄

                               (21) 

 

We have estimated overall energy consumption in intra 

cluster communication and energy degrade in long haul  

communication thus the overall energy consumption 

       can be computed with assistance of equation(14) 

and equation (15): 

 

                                                   (22) 

 

From the all above equations and solving the overall 

energy consumption: 

 

      =
   

      
        +(      K]+

  

      
[K      +(   

  )K]+(n+n1)K     +
      

      
+

          

      
 +

      

   
 

+[(  +1)  +  ]
 

   
                        (23) 

 

This is over all  energy consumption in  cluster but 

when we calculate the energy consumption per node we 

have to divide the number of  nodes in the different part 

of the equation because different number of node are 

participating in different form of energy transfer from 

cluster to terminus station. 

 

     =
 

      
        +(      K+

 

      
[K      +(   

  )K]+  
      

      
+

          

      
]

 

      
+

      

         
      

        
 

         
 + K                   (24) 

 

V.  THE RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In the figure given below it is shown that when we deal 

the per node energy consumption   from cooperative node 

to the cluster head (  ) and in case of no cooperation 

from node to the cluster head per node energy 

consumption is reduced in comparison to the no 

cooperation, and in the following figure we have shown 

that per node energy consumption and number of node 

join the cooperative node and in case of no cooperation 

number of node join the cluster head. 

 

 

Fig. 2 

 

Fig 3
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The above figure shows the overall per node energy 

consumption versus long haul communication range and 

it represents that as the long haul communication range 

increases per node energy consumption reduces 

drastically.  

 

 

Fig: 4. Number of active nodes Vs. Number of iterations 

Figure 2 shows that initial performance, till 1000 

iterations, of 3 schemes are more or less similar and SISO 

system can work till 1000 iterations. V-MIMO based 

WSN shows an improvement and it can function fairly 

well up to 1500 iterations. When proposed scheme is 

incorporated with V-MIMO then its life is enhanced by 

300 iterations.  

 

 

Fig 5 

Figure 3 shows the BER which is measured during 

operation phase after clustering. Up to 1200 iterations the 

V-MIMO and the proposed techniques show similar 

performance but after that an exponential enhancement is 

observed in V-MIMO but the proposed technique shows 

fairly low BER up to1700 iterations. 

 

VI.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The features of V-MIMO based WSN are exploited in 

this work for developing a new clustering technique. Its 

performance has been found better than conventional 

hierarchical clustering protocol. It also outperforms the 

conventional single input single output systems. 

Development of efficient MAC protocol, development of 

efficient sleep-wake protocol etc. for V-MIMO based 

WSN may be future extensions of the present work. 

Better algorithm for information fusion may be developed 

for clustering and operational phase (after clustering) then 

the precision and performance of WSN will definitely 

improve. It is out of the scope of the present work. 
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